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Aligning Local Curricula
The Goal and Objectives
Goal:
 To facilitate the use of the guide titled, “Aligning Local Curricula to the Next Generation Mathematics

Learning Standards (2017)”, a resource created by a committee of New York State educators, to
support school districts and teachers in their process of aligning new and existing curricula to the
Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards.

Objectives:
Reflect upon a process for aligning standards-based curricula;
 Facilitate conversations about curricular decisions;
 Introduce important types of revisions;
 Share curricular resources for implementing the Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards
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NYS Next Generation Implementation Timeline
Where Does Curriculum Alignment Fit in?
September 2017:

THE ROADMAP AND IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE

Adoption of Next
Generation Learning
Standards

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Raise Awareness

Build Capacity

Full
Implementation

(Winter 2018 – Winter/Spring
2019)

Professional
development on NYS
Next Generation
Learning Standards
 Two-day assessments
measuring the 2011
P-12 Learning
Standards


(Spring 2019 - Summer 2021)

Professional
development
continuing on NYS
Next Generation
Learning Standards
 Two-day assessments
measuring the 2011
P-12 Learning
Standards


(September 2021 - ongoing)



Full implementation of
the NYS Next
Generation Learning
Standards

Spring 2022:
New Grades 3-8 tests measuring the
NYS Next Generation Learning
Standards.
Algebra I Regents aligned in June 2023
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A Guide for Aligning Local Curricula to the
Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards
Curriculum decisions are
locally determined and
this alignment guide is an
optional resource for
school districts to utilize.
This document is designed
to assist New York State
school districts in the
curriculum alignment
process so educators are
empowered to do this
work.
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Learning Standards and Curriculum
What is the difference? Turn and Talk …

Turn and Talk…

With your partner/group, consider the following:

 Come up with a visual that best represents the relationship
between the terms standards, curriculum, assessment, and
instruction and the impact those terms have on student learning.

Group Share Out…
 What are the common themes displayed in the visuals?
 How do those themes shape curriculum development?
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Learning Standards and Curriculum
What is the difference?
 Standards: The knowledge, skills and understanding that

individuals can and do habitually over time because of instruction and
learning experiences.

 Curriculum: Weaves the learning standards into a story that builds

the capacity of the learner to access and apply what has been learned.


Curriculum resources: The materials a district chooses after
defining their local curriculum. Well-chosen resources support
teachers’ delivery of developmentally appropriate, standards-aligned,
and culturally-responsive instruction to all students.

 Instruction: Effective teaching that engages students in meaningful
learning through individual and collaborative experiences that promote
their ability to make sense of mathematical ideas and reason
mathematically.1

 Assessment: As with any set of standards, they need to be rigorous;

they need to demand a balance of conceptual understanding, procedural
fluency and application and represent a significant level of achievement in
mathematics that will enable students to successfully transition to postsecondary education and the workforce.

1. Principles to Actions: Ensuring Mathematical Success for all, NCTM
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A Note on the EngageNY Mathematics
Curriculum Modules – A Curricular Resource
Key messages:
 The EngageNY Mathematics modules will continue to be a free resource available for

educator use. However, NYSED will not be updating the modules to align with the
New York State (NYS) Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards.
 Since the modules are free and an open-source, a school district may adapt the

lessons to ensure they align with the Next Generation Mathematics Learning
Standards and meet the needs of their local school district.
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Awareness of the Changes in the Standards
The Results of Standards Review: What happened?
Movement of Standards to different grade levels to improve the focus of major content and skills

for each grade-level and course; providing more time for students to develop deep levels of
understanding of grade-level appropriate content;

Clarification of Standards to make expectations more clearly defined, without limiting instructional

flexibility;

Addition and Consolidation of Standards to improve coherence, focus and reduce redundancy

amongst grade levels;

Maintain the Rigor of the Standards by improving the balance of conceptual understanding,

procedural skill and application;

Provide opportunities for students to Explore certain standards to ensure that the standards are

grade-level appropriate. Exploring a standard allows a student to be introduced to and learn a concept
without the expectation of mastering the concept at that grade level.
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Awareness of the Changes in the Standards
Where to Go? The Standards Document
NYS Next Generation Mathematics
Learning Standards Document

Next
Generation
Mathematics
Teacher
Support
Features Toolkit
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Awareness of the Changes in the Standards
Where to Go? Grade-Level Snapshots
Grade-Level
Snapshots
Standards New
to Grade
Standards
Moved from
Grade
Highlights/
Instructional
Considerations
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Two-column Side by Side

Crosswalk

Awareness of the Changes in the Standards
Where to Go? Grade-level Crosswalks
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Crosswalk Toolkit

Awareness of the Changes in the Standards
Where to Go? The Toolkit

Let’s Talk Crosswalk and Next Gen Crosswalk Toolkit
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Part I: Preparation
Collaborative Structures
Turn and Talk…
With your partner, consider the
following:
What are the “Big” changes that have

occurred within your grade-level/gradelevel band or course that will have the
greatest impact on curriculum
development?

What collaborative structures does

your district already have in place to
support curriculum development?

What challenges exist?
What components need to be a part of

this process in order to make sure that
the curriculum supports all students?

Curriculum Review and Development is a process that involves
continuous ongoing collaboration and conversation.
What clarifications/limitations to the
standards have been established?
What grade level/course
standards have been
added or removed?
What grade
level/course standards
have shifted to a grade
level above or below?

Educators Need
to Consider

What changes in the
language of the
standards will affect
instructional
decisions?

How will changes in the
standards influence student
understanding and how
performance is measured?
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Part I: Preparation
Additional Curricular and Supplementary Resources You Should Know About

Post-Test Designations
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Part I: Preparation
More Additional Curricular and Supplementary Resources
You Should Know About
 “No set of grade-specific standards can fully reflect the variation in learning profiles, rates, needs, linguistic

backgrounds, and achievement levels of students in any given classroom. When designing and delivering
mathematics instruction, educators must consider the cultural context and preceding academic experiences of
all students while connecting prior knowledge to new knowledge and ensuring that content is meaningful and
comprehensible.”

Culturally Responsive Sustaining
Education Framework

Blueprint for Improved Results
for Students with Disabilities

Blueprint for English Language
Learner Success
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Part I: Preparation
Additional Curricular and Supplementary Resources

A list of curricular resources is never exhaustive!

Turn and Talk…

With your partner/group, discuss the following:
 What additional resources does your district
utilize for mathematics curriculum development?
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Part I: Preparation
Design Principles for Standards Alignment

The Foundations
for Effective
Mathematics
Curricula and
Instruction

Focus is the
emphasis on
the major
concepts within
a domain.

Coherence
refers to the
progression of
mathematics
within and
across the
grade levels.

Rigor refers to
ensuring the
proper balance
of conceptual
understanding
(C-R-A),
procedural
fluency and
application.
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Part II: Examining current Local Curricula
What to Do When A Standard…
 is completely NEW to the grade level?
 has CLARIFICATIONS ADDED or has been split up into sub-standards?
 has been MOVED/REMOVED?
 has NEW NOTES added?
 has NEW SUPPORTING EXAMPLES and/or ILLUSTRATIONS?
 is an EXPLORE standard?
 is a new and/or additional PRE/POST-TEST standard?
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Part II: Examining Current Local Curricula
Standard Progression Analysis Tool

Looking at:


Standard/Skills



Within Grade Connections



Foundational Knowledge



Subsequent Knowledge



Potential Gaps
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Part II: Examining Current Local Curricula
Examine, Analyze, and Study: Your Turn

Now, it
is your
turn…

Next Generation
Mathematics Learning
Standards document

Next Generation
Mathematics
Learning Standards
document

Achieve the Core
Coherence Map

Achieve the Core
Coherence Map
Glossary of Verbs
Associated with
the NGMLS
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Part II: Examining Current Local Curricula
Examine, Analyze, and Study Activity

Table Work:
 Pick a grade-level standard that

reflects one of the seven cases
listed.
 Discuss and answer the guiding
questions provided specific to your
case, in the guide found on pages 1014.
 Complete the progression analysis
template for your grade-level
standard.

When a standard:


is completely NEW to the grade level?



has CLARIFICATIONS ADDED or has been
split up into sub-standards?



has been MOVED/REMOVED?



has NEW NOTES added?



has NEW SUPPORTING EXAMPLES
and/or ILLUSTRATIONS?



is an EXPLORE standard?



is a new and/or additional PRE/POST-TEST
standard?
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How Do You Identify Meaningful Tasks?
Notice and Wonder

What Do You
Notice?

Smith, M. & Gamoran Sherin, M. (2019). The Five Practices in Practice: Successfully Orchestrating Mathematics Discussions in Your Middle School Classroom. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin (NCTM).
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Part III: Identifying Meaningful Tasks
Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMP)

Turn and Talk...
 What is the importance of
students engaging in
activities that merge
content with practice?
 How do you already
promote the practices
within your curriculum?
 How could you further
promote the practices
within your curriculum?
 Specific to the grade-level
standard chosen, how
would you engage the
students in the SMP?

Make sense of
problems and
persevere in
solving them

Use
appropriate
tools
strategically
Reason
abstractly and
quantitatively

Attend to
precision

Look for and
make use of
structure

Look for and
express
regularity in
repeated
reasoning

Construct
viable
arguments and
critique the
reasoning of
others

Model with
mathematics
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Part III: Identifying Meaningful Tasks
Unpacking Grade-level Standards: Page One
What is the unifying idea of the cluster?
Does this unifying idea need to be modified
based on standard changes that have
occurred in the cluster/domain?
Has the standard been re-written to give a
different emphasis or to be more inclusive?

Grade-level
Overviews

Notes and
Clarifications

Measurable and Observable statements that
describe what success looks like when the
learning goal is reached.

Coherence Links

What foundational and supporting standards
have been revised, moved or eliminated?
What will the effect be?

Achieve the Core
Coherence Map

NYS Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards Unpacking Documents 24
A Guide to Unpacking the Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards and Template

Part III: Identifying Meaningful Tasks
Unpacking Grade-level Standards
What should be the integral parts of lessons
surrounding a content standard ?
• Tap In
• Develop Conceptual Understanding
• Make Connections

Concrete
Representational
Abstract

Openmiddle.com
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Part III: Identifying Meaningful asks
Unpacking Grade-level Standards Activity

Table Work:

 Using your standard
progression analysis template as
a guide, identify meaningful tasks
specific to your standard.
 Complete an unpacking
document template for your
standard.
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Part IV: Evaluation – Putting it All Together
Final Thoughts – The Emphases
The clusters of the NYS CCLSM are divided into three categories recommended for instructional and assessment
emphasis. These categories are major clusters, supporting clusters and additional clusters. Through the school year
2020-2021, NYS’s grades 3-8 assessments aligned to the NYS P-12 CCLSM will reflect these content emphases.
When the NYS Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards are implemented, which is school year 2021-2022
for grades 3-8, these content emphases will no longer be applicable. They will however, still be in effect for the High
School courses until they transition over to the NYS Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards. At that point,
there will be no labels of Major, Supporting, and Additional.
Local work surrounding the prioritizing of the NYS Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards can help
educators identify and understand how collectively content standards of a grade level work together.
What are the areas of “focus” for the grade levels? Grade-level overviews found in the NYS Next Generation
Mathematics Standards document would be a good discussion starting point for that work. Work centered around
identifying within-grade level connections that support the areas of focus might be something for your educators to
engage in.
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Part IV: Evaluation – Putting it All Together
Final Thoughts
What are your next steps for curriculum development and alignment?
In what ways is the guide helpful for curriculum alignment?
What are some final thoughts or questions for the group?
Where can you find more information to benefit curriculum alignment?

Moving Forward
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Part IV: Evaluation – Putting it All Together
Final Thoughts – A Rubric
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QUESTIONS?

NYSED’s Office of
Curriculum &
Instruction
Phone: (518) 474-5922
Website:

www.nysed.gov/curriculuminstruction

Sue Brockley
Susan.Brockley@nysed.gov
Andrea Faoro
Andrea.Faoro@nysed.gov
Connie Nephew
Connie.Nephew@nysed.gov

